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Audition Pack 
 

ABOUT THE SHOW 
Twisted: The Untold Story of a Royal Vizier is a musical with music by A. J. Holmes, lyrics by Kaley 

McMahon, and book by Matt Lang, Nick Lang, and Eric Kahn Gale 

Hop on your flying carpet, because this musical parody retells the classic tale of Aladdin... from the 

villain's point of view! Long ago in a Magic Kingdom, one misunderstood Royal Vizier will go on a 

quest to save his city from its bumbling sultan, an invading prince, and the most notorious thief to ever 

live! With the help of the Kingdom's free-spirited, teenage Princess, the Vizier must find a magical 

lamp containing a wish-granting Djinn (who's really funny, by the way) and defeat the city's most-

wanted criminal... Aladdin! This musical adventure celebrates and lovingly pokes fun at everyone's 

favourite series of hand-drawn, animated films. 

Twisted opened in Chicago's Greenhouse Theatre before being uploaded in its entirety to YouTube. It 

was produced by StarKid Productions and directed by Brian Holden. 

Rising Arts Productions is proud to present the Wollongong premiere of Twisted. 

 

IMPORTANT AUDITION DETAILS 
Audition Bookings and Contact Information 

To book your auditions, visit our audition page at www.risingartsproductions.com. Audition bookings 

will open to the general public at 12PM, Sunday February the 16th.  

For any other enquiries, please contact us at risingartsproductions@gmail.com.  

http://www.risingartsproductions.com/
mailto:risingartsproductions@gmail.com
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Audition Date, Time and Venue  

Auditions will be held on Sunday March 1st and Saturday March 7th from 10AM-5PM and Monday 

March 2nd from 6:30PM-9:30PM.  

Callbacks, if required, will be held Sunday March 8th (Time TBD).  

The audition venue is the Bridge Street Theatre, located at 24 Bridge St, Coniston. 

Please book early to secure your preferred time, however additional times may be released if demand 

requires it. 

Age Limit 

Due to the nature of the show, we require all auditionees to be 16 years of age by auditions.  

Please be advised that due to the mature themes/language of the show and its vocal demands, we will 

only be considering people older than the age of eighteen for lead roles, with anyone under that age 

being considered for ensemble/suitable minor roles . 

Audition Panel 

The audition panel will be comprised of Director Jarrod Riesinger, Production Manager Monica Kickert 

and Musical Director Er-Chih Li. Our choreographer, Dane Sanderson, will also be running a group 

dance workshop as part of the audition process.  

Other helpers will also be at the venue to assist with pre-audition registration. 

 

SHOW DETAILS 
Production Team 

Director:  Jarrod Riesinger  Musical Director:  Er-Chih Li 

Production Manager: Monica Kickert   Choreographer: Dane Sanderson 

Stage Manager: Sharnae Sanderson 
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Rehearsals 

Rehearsals are planned to commence Tuesday the 17th of March 2020. The rehearsal venue will be 

the Bridge Street Theatre, located at 24 Bridge St, Coniston.  

The regular rehearsal times are:  

• Tuesday 6:30PM-9:30PM 

• Thursday 6:30PM-9:30PM 

Please note the rehearsal schedule is subject to change. Additional rehearsal times may also be 

added as required closer to production.  

We understand people are busy and value your time, so we will only call you for rehearsals you are 

required. However, we appreciate if you ensure that you are generally available for these dates prior 

to auditioning. If you anticipate these days may be difficult for you to attend during the rehearsal 

period, please inform us on the audition form. 

Performance Dates 

All cast will be required for each rehearsal during the production week and all performances. 

Production week will be run June 21st through June 25th, 2020, with the possibility of a midweek 

rehearsal the week of June 29th, 2020 if required.  

Performance dates are as follows: 

 

Friday, June 26th 8pm 

Saturday, June 27th 8pm 

Sunday, June 28th 2pm     

Friday, July 3rd 8pm 

Saturday, July 4th 8pm 
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Unfortunately, if you are unable to do any of these dates prior to auditioning we will be unable to cast 

you. Please consider your availability for production week and the subsequent performances prior to 

auditioning to avoid disappointment and causing issues in the running of the performances.  

Please note that additional show dates may be added if there is a demand, however, cast will be 

consulted as early as possible before any decisions are made. 

 

ROLES 
** Denotes this role may be doubled with another role pending auditions/interest. 

 

JA’FAR – The Royal Vizier. A good-intentioned, hard-working official who wants what’s best for the 

kingdom, but is nevertheless blamed for all the problems of society.  

THE PRINCESS - An arrogant, spoiled and somewhat naive child who dreams of being more than just 

a princess. Doesn’t realize the consequences of humiliating a powerful foreign prince. 

ALADDIN - A lazy and immature thief who steals because he does not want to work, and cares little 

about the victims of his crimes. Charismatic and charming, yet hides a dark secret.  

SCHEHERAZADE - A storyteller and palace entertainer who is wise and beautiful, and quickly falls in 

love with and then marries Ja’far. 

PRINCE ACHMED** - The prince of Pik-Zahr who declares war on the Magic Kingdom after being 

attacked by the Princess’s pet tiger. Both smarmy, yet insecure, Achmed longs to play a bigger part in 

the story. (Potentially doubles with Vizier) 

VIZIER** - The Royal Vizier before Ja’Far. Obsessed with the wealth that comes from their power to 

the point of ruthlessness. (Potentially doubles with Prince Achmed) 

CAPTAIN – The bearer of bad news. Dislikes Ja’far due to his failure to solve the kingdom’s 

socioeconomic inequality which has resulted in the death of his other guards. Potential to be played 

by a non-musical cast member. 
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SULTAN** - The bumbling and foolish leader of the Magic Kingdom who is attracted to Sherrezade 

and claims her as his wife. Potential to be played by a non-musical cast member. (Potentially doubles 

with Djinn) 

DJINN** - An all-magical and “really funny” being that lives inside of a lamp existing outside of time 

and space, allowing him to watch and quote movies centuries before they are made. A love/talent for 

impressions is a must. Potential to be played by a non-musical cast member. (Potentially doubles with 

Sultan) 

SMALL ROLES/ENSEMBLE – Twisted is a show with a broad cast of colourful small roles – as such 

we are looking for an ensemble of 10-12 performers. Each of these ensemble members will be 

expected to take on the role of both typical ensemble roles such as CITIZENS and ASSISTANT 

VIZIERS, as well one or more featured roles as one of Twisted’s many eccentric featured ensemble; 

including the puppeteered sidekicks BIRD and MONKEY, the wise-cracking soldier’s of ACHMED’S 

ARMY and the various villains (SEA WITCH, SCAR, GASTON, etc) who perform in the musical’s titular 

number. 

Inclusivity Statement 

The Twisted production team is looking to be as inclusive as possible. Therefore, we will be blind 

casting the production. We encourage all identities and cultures to feel welcome in auditioning for 

this show in whichever role they wish. 

Additionally, our production team understands that you might feel discouraged to audition due to 

nerves, anxiety or the self-assumption that you do not have enough ‘experience’. However, we 

strongly encourage all who are interested to audition regardless of their prior musical theatre 

experience, performance training or technical skills. In the past we have cast people in their first 

ever musical as well as those that are seasoned musical performers, your experience is far less 

important to us than things such as your enthusiasm and love for performing. 
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AUDITION PROCESS 
All auditionees will be required to book a 10-minute audition slot and an hour group dance slot. Please 

ensure to arrive at least 10 minutes before the start of your scheduled audition to ensure the day runs 

as smoothly as possible so you and your fellow auditionees get to audition on time.   

A photograph will be taken of you prior to your audition and the panel may record your audition. All 

photographs and recordings will be used strictly in the casting process and will be destroyed 

thereafter. 

Due to time constraints, we will only be able to audition you for one role. However, please let us know 

in your audition if you are willing to be considered for other roles.  

Part 1- Vocal Performance 

The vocal portion of the audition will see those interested in lead roles performing excerpts from 

Twisted, as chosen by the panel, whilst those wishing to audition for the Captain, Sultan, Djinn or the 

ensemble will be free to perform any song that they feel demonstrates their range, with pop or musical 

theatre songs being preferred; particularly those that show your comedic ability.  

All musical excerpts for lead roles will be released under the auditions section of 

www.risingartsproductions.com prior to auditions. The audition panel will be looking at both your vocal 

range/ability and your characterisation. This is an audition, so we do not expect performance quality, 

and you will be able to hold your music if required. However, knowing your piece off by heart is 

encouraged. 

For those wishing to audition for ensemble or the potentially non-musical roles (Captain, Djinn, etc.), 

we ask if you can bring your own music on an USB drive. This should be a clean track with no vocals. 

Even if you have no desire to perform a musical part, we ask you to have this prepared so we can 

determine if we are able to use you in ensemble numbers and will discuss this further with you at your 

audition. 

Please be aware that each audition is time limited and therefore we may ask you to stop before 

completing your entire song – this has nothing to do with the quality of your audition and is simply the 

audition panel being time conscious. 

http://www.risingartsproductions.com/
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Part 2- Script Reading 

All leading roles will also be asked to perform a short excerpt from the script that’ll be no longer than 

one minute in length. These excerpts will either be monologues or short scenes where the other lines 

will be read from off-stage. We encourage you to learn these lines prior to audition and perform 

without a script. Prompts will be available if needed. 

Like the vocal portion, these excerpts will be distributed on our website before the auditions. The 

audition panel will be looking for characterisation, skilful use of theatre techniques and the ability to 

bring a unique interpretation to these classic characters.  

Part 3- Dance Workshop 

The dance workshop will consist of a short routine which will be taught to you by our choreographer, 

Dane. Workshops will be conducted in small groups with other auditionees, learning a simple routine 

for those with minimal experience.  

No special dance shoes are required but please dress appropriately. Please also warm-up before you 

arrive.  

A large element of Twisted is dance and highly choreographed blocking, therefore all auditionees will 

be required to complete this component. Due to scheduling, these are only available Saturday the 7th 

of March. We have limited workshop timeslots so please make yourself available to attend these. If you 

are unable to attend the dance workshop, please don’t be discouraged about auditioning and contact 

us ASAP so we can make alternative arrangements. 
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MATURE CONTENT WARNING 
Twisted is a parody musical which treats several sensitive matters comically. Twisted portrays topics 

such as sex, race, mental health, murder and death, often for laughs. These are all real-life issues 

which we at Rising Arts strongly feel should be reflected and respected in theatre and performance, 

however we understand the sensitive nature of these topics may have adverse effects on potential 

auditionees. We highly recommend putting some honest consideration into your ability and comfort in 

dealing with these issues before committing to your involvement in Twisted.  

In particular, please note the following: 

• Ja'far and Scheherazade are required to kiss on stage.  

• Aladdin will likely be required to appear on stage shirtless with a vest partially covering him. 

• Aladdin portrays multiple personalities within himself. 

• Aladdin is involved in a scene where there is implied murder. 

• The show makes several references to the Islamic faith and Arabic culture, much like its source 

material Aladdin. 

• Many characters sing or talk about sex or topics of a sexual nature, including such topics as sexual 

harassment and bestiality. 

• Mentions of alcohol and drug use will happen throughout the show. 

• Most scenes and songs include coarse language and adult themes. 

 

Please don’t let this put you off from auditioning. We have merely mentioned it to be as transparent as 

possible with you about the kind of show you will be performing in if cast. We aim to treat this material 

with the same sensitivity as the original creators and will ensure that our rehearsals will be a safe and 

tolerant place for creation.  

To avoid any possible discomfort, we encourage all auditionees to read a full synopsis of the show and 

consider watching the musical prior to auditioning. You may also wish to discuss this with your family, 

friends or healthcare professional prior to making the decision to audition. However, if you are 

auditioning for/offered one of these roles and have concerns about any of the aforementioned 

themes/acts please discuss it with the production team before committing to the show. 
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FINAL NOTES 
• Please dress comfortably for the auditions. We want to see you be able to move freely in all 

facets of the audition process so sensible shoes and non-restrictive clothing is a must. There’ll 

be plenty of time to dress up like your favourite Disney character later. 

• Make sure to stay hydrated, well-rested and well-fed before and during auditions. It’s easy 

enough to get caught up in the stress of auditions and forget to look after yourself. A healthy 

performer is a good performer, so make sure to bring water and snacks to keep you 

energised for the audition. (We’ll likely have things out for those who forget.) 

• Twisted is designed to have a relatively small cast. Consequently, there will likely be many 

unsuccessful auditionees. If you are unsuccessful, please do not let this discourage you, 

auditions are great learning experiences even when unsuccessful. 

• Various factors are considered when casting a show. If you are unsuccessful in auditioning for 

this show, please don’t take that as a statement on your ability. Unfortunately, while you may 

not be a fit for this show there will be plenty of other shows in the future that’ll fit your talents. 

• Don’t start too late. We’re trying to give everyone as much time as we are able to learn a very 

limited amount of material. Make the most of your time and seek advice from family, friends, 

former cast mates, vocal/acting teachers or your pet cat. Being well rehearsed goes a long 

way in an audition room. 

• Support everyone. All your fellow auditionees will be just as nervous as you are. We’re 

bringing Twisted to Wollongong to bring everyone together for a fun show loved by so many 

so let’s support one another 

We look forward to seeing you at auditions! 

 -The Twisted Team 


